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THE HERITAGE VALUE STATEMENT

CHURCH OF SAINT-LÉON DE WESTMOUNT

OVERVIEW OF THE VALUE STATEMENT

Historical Value
The historical heritage value resides in Saint-Léon?s deep roots w ith the Roman Catholic Church in Westmount, which date 
from the beginning of the 20th century. The location of the church, on the former lands of the Grey Nuns, recalls the early 
presence of the Church in the neighbourhood.  This continues today w ith Saint-Léon School and the Church of Ascension of 
Our Lord, to the north, which serves the English-speaking Catholics in Westmount. 

Contextual Value
The contextual heritage value resides in its urban siting, the bell tower marking the intersection of de Maisonneuve Boulevard 
and Clarke Avenue.  The overall volume of the church and its tower make it a landmark in the area.  Its large, open churchyard, 
permitting dramatic views of the complex from the south, east and west is an oasis of greenery.

Architectural and Aesthetic Value 
The architectural and aesthetic heritage value resides in the Romanesque Revival style of the exterior of the church, w ith the 
rough stonework, crisp carvings and large stained glass w indows animating the facades. It is the interior of the church which 
is the primary reason for its designation as a National Historic Site. Although the interior has been recognized as being of 
national importance, the excellence of the functional design, the quality of the material palette and the craftsmanship are 
notable everywhere, on the exterior of the two buildings as well.  The complex has a high degree of authenticity and integrity. 
The architecture is the result of the interaction of three men: Père Gauthier who commissioned and paid for the second phase 
of the church construction; G.A. Monette, who was the architect for all construction on the site; and finally Guido Nincheri, 
who was personally responsible for the extraordinary and comprehensive artistic vision that is explicit in all the principal 
interior spaces of the church. The presbytery is a valuable companion building. 

Spiritual and Community Value
The spiritual and community heritage value resides in the soaring volume of the sanctuary and the buon fresco treatments of 
the ceilings. The sense of endless space is enhanced by the trompe-l?oeil painting techniques. The use of noble materials 
throughout the sanctuary and its ancillary spaces, their patterning, the quality of light filtering through the stained glass 
w indows and the integration of Christian imagery and symbolism overwhelm the visitor. The liturgical furnishings and fittings 
are complementary to the architecture. It has been a Roman Catholic place of worship and community since 1901. 

CIVIC ADDRESS

4311 de Maisonneuve Blvd. West, 

Westmount

HERITAGE DESIGNATION

Municipal -  Category 1: Important 
(SPAIP)                  
Provincial -  None
Federal -  None

RELIGIOUS DENOMINATION

Roman Catholic 

Façade and east  side wall of the church                                
Photo: Bergeron Gagnon inc.

Detail of fresco painted by Guido Nincheri, showing Heaven as described 
in St . John?s Apocalypse 
Photo: Bergeron Gagnon inc.
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SITING

Saint-Léon de Westmount is located on Maisonneuve Blvd. at the corner of 
Clarke Avenue, in the south-east part of the City of Westmount.  The church and 
its presbytery are slightly set back from the street.  W hile the church is built 
close to the street edges, the presbytery is set w ithin a generous garden, 
surrounded by mature plantings.

The church is located in a residential sector composed of single-family and 
two-family dwellings. Most of the buildings in the immediate vicinity have flat 
roofs and a varying number of storeys. The sector is primarily residential, except 
for the block on which the church is located. The school 
Saint-Léon-de-Westmount is adjacent to the church on the same block. The 
second Catholic church in Westmount, the Church of Ascension of Our Lord, 
stands nearby, on Sherbrooke Street. 

.

RELEVANT DATES
Const ruct ion

1901-1903
Construction of the church and 
presbytery (G.A. Monette, 
architect) 

1920-1921
Enlargement of the church to its 
current form (nave enlarged), 
addition of the porch, repairs to 
the façade, construction of the 
tower (G.A. Monette, architect)

1920-1921
Construction of the covered 
passage between the church and 
the presbytery

1927
Enlargement of the presbytery 
(G.A. Monette, architect) 

1952
Various projects, including 
changes to the windows in the 
church and presbytery, as well as 
heating and plumbing work 
(Cormier, Bélanger, Lemieux and 
Mercier, architects) 

1998
Replacement of part of the slate 
roof on the presbytery 

2001
Acquisition and installation of 
four bells from 
Saint-Jean-de-la-Croix Church, 
which was recycled into condos

c.2005
Demolition of the presbytery 
greenhouse 

2006
Installation of a universally 
accessible ramp 

Interior and artwork 

1927
Completion of the pulpit and 
high altar by the L?Arte del 
Marmo studio in Florence

1928-1956
Renewal of the interior 
decoration, including the 
installation of stained-glass 
windows by the artist Guido 
Nincheri

DESCRIPTION

Saint-Léon de Westmount was constructed from 1901 to 1903, w ith a Greek 
cross plan.  During the expansion program of 1920-21, the nave was extended 
to the south and the plan took on the form of the more conventional Latin cross. 
The limestone church was designed in the Romanesque Revival style, by the 
Montreal architect G.A. Monette. He was also responsible for the design of the 
1903 presbytery. The church is remarkable for the quality of its interior 
decoration and liturgical furniture, for which it was designated as a National 
Historic Site in 1997. On the Historicplaces.ca website, it is described as follows: 
?The church possesses a remarkable decorative program including frescoes, 
stained glass w indows, stonework, woodcarving and bronzework, all conceived 
by the artist Guido Nincheri??. The church and the presbytery are connected by a 
covered passage. Both buildings have full basements. Part of the one in the 
church is used for classrooms. 

FAITH AND COMMUNITY LIFE

Saint-Léon de Westmount is a Roman Catholic Christian church, in communion 
w ith the pope and the Church of Rome. The liturgy is centered on the celebration 
of the Eucharist, belief in the Trinity of Father, Son and Holy Ghost, veneration of 
the Virgin Mary and saints.  Government of the church is hierarchical, w ith 
bishops, priests and deacons, under the authority of the pope.  Cardinals are 
either archbishops or bishops who are responsible for the life-election of the 
pope.  Each diocese is headed by a bishop, who ordains new priests. In turn, the 
priest is responsible for their own parish and congregation. W ithin its mission, 
the church offers religious and charitable activities. 

A

A. Church Saint -Léon de Westmount                    
B. Presbytère 
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GOVERNANCE

Saint-Léon de Westmount Parish, part of the Archdiocese of Montreal, was 
created in 1901. It is governed by Quebec?s Act Respecting Fabriques.  It is 
administered by a Board of six wardens elected by parishioners for no more than 
two three-year terms.  Saint-Léon is financially self-sufficient.  Donations, tithe 
and rental of a room for AA meetings for example, are the principal sources of 
revenues used to maintain the surrounding land and buildings. The board has a 
discretionary spending envelope which it can manage; large expenditures must 
be submitted to the Archdiocese for approval. The organizational structure of 
Saint-Léon is similar to that of the Church of Ascension of Our Lord, the other 
Catholic parish in Westmount.

RELEVANT DATES

1932
Initial application of marble and 
Savonnières stone to the walls 
and columns 

Interior and artwork 

1935-1945 and 1956 
Completion of the first wood 
carvings by Alviero Marchi, 
including the choir stalls, doors 
and woodwork on the sacristy, 
the furniture and the balustrade 
on the gallery, the interior doors 
of the vestibule 

1935, 1937 and 1939 
Completion of the Stations of the 
Cross, doors on two 
confessionals and the gallery 
balustrade by Federico Sciortino. 
The crosses, chandeliers and 
altar steps were executed at a 
later date by the sculptor Guido 
Casini (date unknown)

1937-1938
Completion of the marble 
confessionals with marble statues 
of St. Anne (east absidiole) and 
St. John the Baptist (west 
absidiole) on top. The sculptures 
were carved by Pasquale 
Sgandurra 

1939
Completion of the communion 
table (L?Arte del Marmo studio in 
Florence)

1946
Completion of the baptistery 

1953-1956
Completion of the last wood 
carvings by Alviero Marchi

1958
Completion of the marble basins 
for holy water (designed by 
Nincheri and made by the L?Arte 
del Marmo studio in Florence) 
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RELEVANT DATES

1984
Masonry repairs on the interior 
and exterior (Fournier, Kephart, 
architects)

1995
Inauguration of a new organ and 
its wind chest by master organ 
makers Guilbault-Thérien (the 
third organ to be installed in the 
church); cover by Fournier, 
Kephart, architects 
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HISTORICAL VALUE 

DESCRIPTION

Development of the Sector 
Starting in the late 1870s, developers became interested in the area around 
Clarke and Kitchener Avenues south of Sherbrooke Street, close to where 
Saint-Léon de Westmount stands today. The sector became much more 
densely occupied in the last decade of the 19th century, as public 
transportation to the area continued to improve. Row houses and a few 
apartment buildings were constructed along the north-south streets. Around 
the turn of the 20th century, Western Avenue (today de Maisonneuve 
Boulevard) began to be developed in turn, w ith elegant apartment buildings 
built along the street. 

A Parish Designed to Serve the Catholic Community of Westmount
Until the beginning of the 20th century, Catholics who lived in Westmount had 
to go elsewhere to attend services. In 1901, the Archbishop of Montreal, Msgr. 
Paul Bruchési, approved the division of Notre-Dame-de-Grâce parish and the 
formation of the new parish, Saint-Léon, which was intended to serve both 
English- and French-speaking Catholics. The first resident priest was named in 
1901, and the parish registry was opened that same year. 

Construct ion of the Church and Presbytery 
The Fabrique Saint-Léon purchased a lot at the corner of Western and 
Kitchener Avenues from the S? urs de la charité de Montréal (Grey Nuns), in 
order to build a church and presbytery on the site. The founding priest, Father 
Joseph-Alexandre-Stanislas Perron, commissioned Montreal architect Georges 
Alphonse Monette to draw up the plans for both buildings. Construction work 
began in October 1901, and the church was dedicated two years later. 

In 1920, Monette designed a significant enlargement of the church. The work, 
completed the next year, included the extension of the nave to the south and 
the construction of the new front façade, porch and bell tower. 

In 1926, the church congregation split in two: the English-speaking members of 
the congregation having successfully petitioned Pope Pius XI to allow the 
creation of a new parish, the Church of Ascension of Our Lord.  The follow ing 
year, the curé Oscar P. Gauthier financed the enlargement of the presbytery, 
and the start of the interior decor by Guido Nincheri.  Since 1997, Saint-Léon 
de Westmount has been formally recognized as a National Historic Site, in large 
measure due to the artistic vision of Nincheri.

CHARACTER-DEFINING ELEMENTS

- The continual use of the property for religious activities and 
community worship since its construction.

- The continued presence of the church and the presbytery since 1903, 
both of which retain a high degree of integrity (interior and exterior).

- The four bells brought from Saint-Jean-de-la-Croix Church. 

Insurance plan of 1961 
Photo: BAnQ

The church and presbytery before it  was enlarged
Photo: A. Gubbay

The church and presbytery after the extension, 
after 1927 (approx.)
Photo: BAnQ

Insurance plan of 1915 
Photo: BAnQ
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CONTEXTUAL VALUE

DESCRIPTION

The Relat ionship of the Site to its Immediate Surroundings
The site of Saint-Léon forms part of a block of buildings that speak of the 
Roman Catholic presence in Westmount.  The church, w ith the Church of 
Ascension of Our Lord to the north, book-end the large primary school, which 
now belongs to the Commission scolaire de Montréal (CSDM). Surrounding 
these buildings, are single or semi-detached residences and apartment 
buildings.  

The Church as a Landmark
The church, w ith its imposing size, is an important landmark in the area, and in 
the city. The siting of the building, at the intersection of two major streets, and 
the positioning of its soaring bell tower, permit it to be appreciated from a 
distance. 

An Oasis of Greenery
The Church of Saint-Léon is one of the rare houses of worship in Westmount to 
have a large and very green church property. Both the church and the 
presbytery are set back from the streets and are surrounded by lawn, heavily 
planted w ith mature trees and dense shrubbery. 

CHARACTER-DEFINING ELEMENTS

The Church

- The siting at the corner of de Maisonneuve Boulevard and Clarke 
Avenue, which permits it to be seen from a distance. 

- The landmark quality, conferred by its volume, noble materials and 
imposing architecture, which differentiates it from its residential 
neighbours. 

The Presbytery

- The siting on de Maisonneuve Boulevard and Kitchener Avenue, which 
permits it to be seen from a distance.

- The generous church property on three sides, w ith mature trees, 
dense shrubbery and lawns.

Lush vegetat ion around the presbytery and the 
church
Photo: Bergeron Gagnon inc.

Presbytery and façade of the church 
Photo: Bergeron Gagnon inc.

West  side wall and façade
Photo: Bergeron Gagnon inc.
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ARCHITECTURAL AND 
AESTHETIC VALUE (1/5)

DESCRIPTION

Prominent Designers 
Many people have contributed their architectural and artistic talents to the 
creation and evolution of Saint-Léon de Westmount.  However, two stand out ? 
the original architect, G.A. Monette and Guido Nincheri, the Italo-Canadian 
artist, responsible for the design and execution of the frescos, the stained glass 
w indows and other elements of the interior design.

Georges Alphonse Monette, architect
Georges Alphonse Monette was the architect for all work done at Saint-Léon. 
The follow ing biography is extracted and condensed from the Dictionary of 
Canadian Architects 1800-1950. For convenience, the references to additional 
texts are in footnotes.

?MONETTE, Georges Alphonse (1870-1941), a prolific architect in Montreal 
who devoted much of his career to commissions he received from the Roman 
Catholic Diocese of Montreal where he designed ecclesiastical, educational and 
institutional works in the east end of the city. He also drew plans for several 
commercial buildings and for private residences in the towns of Westmount 
and Outremont...Born in Montreal on 13 March 1870, he was the son of 
Georges Monette Sr., a prominent building contractor?at the age of 17 he 
entered the office of Alexander F. Dunlop and served a five year apprenticeship 
term (from 1887 to 1891). He then moved to Boston and spent two years 
working [there]? After his return to Montreal in late 1893, he became chief 
assistant in the office of Perrault & Mesnard?He opened his own office in 
1895? In 1897 he obtained the appointment of Professor of Architecture and 
Construction at the School of the Council of Arts & Manufacturers of the 
Province of Quebec.1

His best known works include St. Leon Roman Catholic Church in Westmount 
(1901-03, with the new façade and tower, 1919-20), the University of 
Montreal School of Dental Surgery (1912), and the Ecole Bourget, a carefully 
studied essay in the Renaissance Revival style. Much of his institutional and 
commercial work, however, is reserved and not particularly innovative, and his 
designs lack the refinement and scholarship evident in the work of his 
colleagues such as J.O. Marchand or Edward & W.S. Maxwell.?

?Monette became a registered member of the Province of Quebec Assoc. of 
Architects [in]? 1893 and soon became a respected advocate for his 
profession. His colleagues elected him to two separate terms as President of 
the P.Q.A.A., the first in 1918, and again in 1925. He was also an Associate 
member of the Architectural League of New York, and exhibited his work at the 
annual exhibitions of the Art Association of Montreal (E. McMann, Montreal 
Museum of Fine Arts - Spring Exhibitions, 1988, 270). Monette died in Montreal 
on 16 July 1941. One of his sons was Antoine Monette, an architect active in 
Montreal? 2?

1 Canadian Architect and Building, June 1897, 108; La Minerve (Montréal), 2 Dec. 1898, 3; 12 Dec. 
1898, 6; 24 Feb. 1899, 4, advertisement.

2 Obit. Montreal Daily Star, 16 July 1941, 16; Le Devoir (Montreal), 17 July 1941, 7 ; La Presse 
(Montreal), 16 July 1941, 22, w ith portrait ; R.A.I.C. Journal, xviii, Nov.1941, 192, w ith list of projects ; 
biog. in W.H. Atherton, Montreal from 1535 to 1914, pub. 1915, iii, 518-519.
? uvres ; biog. dans W.H. Atherton, Montreal from 1535 to 1914, pub. 1915, iii, 518-519.

Façade of the church in 1927
Photo: Bergeron Gagnon inc.

Right  side wall
Photo: Bergeron Gagnon inc.

Main façade of the presbytery
Photo: Bergeron Gagnon inc.
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ARCHITECTURAL AND 
AESTHETIC VALUE (2/5)

The Celebrated Artist Guido Nincheri, Responsible for the Interior Design
The follow ing biography is extracted and condensed from an article entitled 
?Guido Nincheri, le Michel-Ange de Montréal?, written by Monique Laforge, on 
the City of Montreal website. Refer as well to the profile by Luke Fisher in the 
Canadian Encylopedia.

Guido Nincheri was born in Tuscany, Italy in 1885.  He studied in Florence, 
where he demonstrated an early talent for ornamental design. In 1913, he and 
his bride set sail for Argentina, but when W W I began, they were stranded in 
Boston.  Nincheri was encouraged to settle in Montreal and the couple arrived 
in 1914.

Nincheri quickly established a reputation for his stained glass, learning the art 
from Henri Perdiau, and for his mastery of Italian fresco painting. By 1925, he 
opened his own studio, which was to prosper for the next 60 years. His interior 
designs for the Dufresne Brothers, in their semi-detached houses in the City of 
Maisonneuve, remain his most celebrated secular work.  However, the majority 
of his prodigious artistic output was in the service of the Catholic Church. In 
1933, he was honoured by Pope Pius XI for his contribution to religious art in 
Canada. This association continued throughout his life. 

Nincheri?s masterwork is the interior design of Saint-Léon de Westmount. 
W hat he did not execute personally, such as the frescos and stained glass, he 
designed and then supervised.  The work is a combination of beautifully 
proportioned Italian Renaissance inspired design and 1920s artistic sensibility. 

A mural commission for Notre-Dame de la Défense during the 1930s led to 
Nincheri?s internment during W W II for fascist sympathies.  Although Nincheri 
was exonerated, the humiliation led to his leaving Canada and moving to 
Providence, Rhode Island. However, his Montreal studio continued in operation. 
He died in Providence in 1973. 

In 1972 Nincheri was named Knight of the Republic of Italy. He died shortly 
thereafter, at 87 years old back in Providence. In 1992 during the 350th 
anniversary celebrations of Montreal, he was named posthumously a Grand 
bâtisseur. 

An Interest ing Example of Romanesque Revival Architecture
Saint-Léon began as a more modest church than it is today.  The initial footprint 
was almost round; there was no nave.  The façade was made, like the rest of 
the building, of Montreal limestone; the ashlar trim contrasting vividly w ith the 
rough-stone walls.  It was surmounted by a modest bell tower, placed directly 
on axis, over the rose w indow and the entrance.

In 1921, this façade was destroyed. The church was extended by three bays 
towards the south to create a nave and provide a conventional Latin cross plan.  
Each transept ends in two apsidal chapels.  The juncture between the first 
construction and the second is entirely seamless.  W hile Montreal limestone 
was again used for the nave walls, the new façade was built of finely sculpted 
sandstone, possibly Miramichi. The stonework is treated to provide patterning: 
tetrahedron-shaped stones are laid in a checkerboard w ith ashlar ones.  

The overall liveliness of the present façade contrasted w ith the stark flatness of 

Side elevat ion of the presbytery and end of 
covered passage
Photo: Bergeron Gagnon inc.

Floor plan of the extension of the church, 1920
Photo: Bergeron Gagnon inc.

Side-aisle
Photo: Bergeron Gagnon inc.

View of the nave, looking toward the choir 
Photo: Bergeron Gagnon inc.
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the initial one.  The new gable end, common to both designs, is masked on the 
ground floor by a projecting porch.  This volume is reached through three 
arcaded doors and contains the narthex. The porch also provides access to the 
bell tower stair.  The bell tower, asymmetrically placed on the east corner of the 
building, rises to a considerable height. 

Monette?s original 1920 drawings show an even more ambitious composition, 
w ith a high spire, but it was never built. It would seem from photographic 
evidence that the rose w indow was relocated from the first façade to the new 
façade. 

The exterior retains a high degree of authenticity and integrity, as does the 
remarkable interior. In 1928, Guido Nincheri was hired to begin an interior 
decoration project which would last twenty-five years, until 1954.  He was 
personally responsible for the frescos which adorn the vaulted ceilings and for 
the forty-four stained glass w indows. He designed much of the liturgical 
furniture and selected artists (Federico Sciortino, Guido Casini et Pasquale 
Sgandurra) whom he had known in Italy to execute the marble and wood 
sculptures. 

In keeping w ith the Romanesque Revival style, much of the interior architecture 
exploits the arch in both two and three dimensions and Nincheri ornamented 
the surfaces and continued the theme in his decor.  

Exceptional Frescoes 
Guido Nincheri exploited the technique of fresco painting throughout the 
interior of the church. The technique involves the application of colour to a fresh 
coat of plaster. According to the Bergeron Gagnon report, this is the only place 
in Canada where the real fresco technique has been used. Sections of the vault 
show symbols related to religious history, the namesake of the church (Pope 
Leo the Great ) and the Old Testament. 

Contemporary Themes
As he had done in the Chateau Dufresne, Nincheri mixed contemporary artistic 
techniques and styles w ith the neo-classicism of the architecture.  Visitors can 
see painted Art Deco portraits and figures, which contrast vividly w ith their 
surroundings. A sculpture of the priest who commissioned the work is 
incorporated into the wood panelling of the Wedding Chapel, his rimless 
glasses counterpointing the traditional surroundings. 

The Presbytery
The presbytery is also the work of Monette. Built at the same time as the first 
construction and then enlarged during the second campaign, the building reads 
as a large residence on the street.  As such, it contributes to the surrounding 
residential character. The exterior walls are red clay brick; only the front façade 
is articulated by shallow pilasters, which frame the central bay.  The entrance 
porch is of sandstone, w ith Romanesque Revival carvings. The roof is steeply 
sloped and is notable for the design of the dormers on the front façade. 

The interior is conventionally designed and built, w ith a central hall plan. 
Originally a home for the parish priests, it now also houses the parish offices 
and meeting rooms. The interior finishes are generally original and of noble and 
durable quality. 

ARCHITECTURAL AND 
AESTHETIC VALUE (3/5)

Semicircular vault  in the nave
Photo: Bergeron Gagnon inc.

Apsidiole in a t ransept  (Chapel of the Immaculate 
Concept ion)
Photo: Bergeron Gagnon inc.

Main altar made of marble, carved by the L?Arte 
del Marmo studio in Florence in 1927
Photo: Bergeron Gagnon inc.
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CHARACTER-DEFINING ELEMENTS

The Church

Exterior components 
- The monumental volume, including the rectangular footprint based on 

the Latin cross, the pitched roof, all facades, including the semicircular 
apse covered w ith a conical roof, the corner bell tower and its steeple, 
the entry porch, the two transepts w ith their apsidioles, the sacristy 
w ith cut-outs around the apse, and the porch on the sacristy. 

- The exterior materials, including the coursed rough-faced walls and 
ashlar pilasters, the checkerboard bonding, the sheet metal roofing 
w ith baguettes, the wood door and w indow frames; the w indows and 
doors.

- The decorative components, including the balustrade w ith arches 
around the porch terrace, the semicircular arched openings, the large 
rose w indow on the main façade, the various carvings. 

Interior components
- The interior arrangement, including the Latin cross plan, the nave w ith 

side aisles, the gallery in the front and the apsidal chapels in the 
transepts.

- The uninterrupted volume of the sanctuary.
- The shallow vaulted ceiling and semi-circular domed ceilings and their 

architectural divisions.
- The repeated use of arches and arcading, characteristic of 

Romanesque Revival architecture, used as a compositional organizer.
- The material palette of plaster, marbles, stones, mosaics, fine woods 

and bronzes used consistently on walls, ceilings, and floors throughout 
the sanctuary, sacristy, baptistery and wedding chapel. 

- The stained glass, the frescos and other wall paintings throughout the 
sanctuary and surrounding spaces.

- The wood paneling and carvings throughout the sanctuary and 
surrounding spaces.

- The integrated confessionals and chapels in the sanctuary. 

The Presbytery
- The exterior of the presbytery, including its pitched roof, and the 

Romanesque detailing of the stone porch and the composition of the 
central dormer, flanked by secondary ones. 

- The interior plan w ith its central corridor and rooms on either side, and 
original interior finishes.

- The covered link between the presbytery and the church.

ARCHITECTURAL AND 
AESTHETIC VALUE (4/5)

Window in the nave
Photo: Bergeron Gagnon inc.

Marble confessional with bronze door, made in 
1937-1938
Photo: Bergeron Gagnon inc.
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ARCHITECTURAL AND 
AESTHETIC VALUE (5/5)

Sculptures in the round on the choir stalls
Photo: Bergeron Gagnon inc.

Detail of one of the inside doors: carved panels 
with bas-reliefs
Photo: Bergeron Gagnon inc.

The Bay
Photo: Bergeron Gagnon inc.

Sculptures in the round on the choir stalls
Photo: Bergeron Gagnon inc.
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SPIRITUAL AND 
COMMUNITY VALUE (1/2)

DESCRIPTION

The Church Interior As an Expression of Catholic Faith
The interior design of Saint-Léon is an architectural testimony to the Catholic 
faith.  The form follows that of a Latin Cross. The design of the sanctuary is 
focused on the altar, and this importance is further underlined by the marble 
panels that surround the altar.  Virtually every surface or function takes its 
inspiration from Christian forms, incorporating the symbols and imagery of the 
church, in the paneling, paintings, frescos, w indows, carvings and script. The 
same attention and consistency is seen in the secondary spaces, such as the 
sacristy, the baptistery and the Wedding Chapel.

Ornamentation on the Liturgical Furniture 
The artistic value of the church can also be seen in the great number and 
exceptional quality of the statues in the round. These include the marble 
statues of St. Anne and St. John the Baptist executed in 1937-1938, as well as 
a statue showing the baptism of Jesus. Basins for holy water are supported by 
a life-sized marble angel. These unique pieces were designed by the artist 
Nincheri and made by the L?Arte del Marmo studio in Florence. Marble was also 
used for the bas reliefs of the 12 apostles around the communion table, carved 
by Pasquale Sgandurra. According to the Bergeron Gagnon report, such 
ornamentation on liturgical furniture remains a rare phenomenon in the 
religious architecture of Quebec. 

A gathering place for the Catholics of Westmount  
-  Religious activities: masses, baptisms, weddings, funerals, catechism and 
pastoral lessons (children, mothers) and the church choir. 
-  Charitable works: Alcoholics Anonymous, Saint-Vincent de Paul (clothing, 
books), the Saint-Léon second-hand clothing shop (Wednesdays, in the 
basement ), food donations (food, Christmas baskets, Meals on W heels), cash 
donations for the homeless (groceries), serving those w ithin and beyond the 
parish. 
-  Community activities: the Petits chanteurs de Montréal concert, Foundations 
and joint activities w ith the CLSC, guided tours of the church.

CHARACTER-DEFINING ELEMENTS

Interior decoration / integrated art

- The altar.
- The bas-reliefs of the 12 apostles around the communion table. 
- The detailed and exuberant Honduran walnut woodwork (in the round 

and bas-reliefs) on the choir stalls, the doors of the choir and the nave, 
the balustrade of the gallery and the central doors.

- The painted frescoes on the vault (nave, transepts and apse) by Guido 
Nincheri. 

- The Stations of the Cross. 
- Religious themes in the stained-glass w indows made by Guido 

Nincheri.

The wood sculptures executed by Alviero Marchi between 1935 and 1953, 
including the choir stalls and the balustrade on the gallery. 
The marble sculptures, including the angles holding the basins for holy water 
and the statues on The communion table and the baptistery.

Organ pipes
Photo: Bergeron Gagnon inc.

Choir
Photo: Bergeron Gagnon inc.

Carved marble pulpit  dat ing from 1927 in the 
choir
Photo: Bergeron Gagnon inc.
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Liturgical furniture 

- Main altar, communion table and pulpit, made of marble. 
- Marble altars in the side chapels. 
- Marble confessionals surmounted w ith statues of St. Anne and St. 

John the Baptist. 
- The baptismal fonts in marble.
- The marble basins for holy water, designed by Nincheri and made by 

the L?Arte del Marmo studio in Florence.

Detail of the apse in the choir
Photo: Bergeron Gagnon inc.

Angel holding basin of holy water, dat ing from 
1958
Photo: Bergeron Gagnon inc.

SPIRITUAL AND 
COMMUNITY VALUE (2/2)
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PROCESS

This Value Statement is based on a visit and analysis made in the autumn of 2016, and a group discussion held on June 12, 
2018.  
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DISCUSSION GROUP

Niquette Delage, Churchwarden, Church of Saint-Léon de Westmount
Julia Gersovitz O.C., Chair, Westmount Local Heritage Council (LHC)
Cynthia Lulham, City Councillor, City of Westmount 
Clarence Epstein, Heritage Specialist 
Caroline Breslaw , Board Member, Westmount Historical Association and LHC
Nathalie Jodoin, Assistant Director, Urban Planning Department, City of Westmount
Myriam St-Denis, secretary, Westmount Local Heritage Council
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